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Abstract:
In the last few years usage of online health communities is increasing with rapid rate. Hospitals or individual physicians are using it for marketing and patient engagement efforts. People gain satisfaction by interacting online with experts who know about the disease. In online health community, both informational support and social support play significant role in generation of satisfaction. Despite of significant role of informational support and social support in generation of satisfaction there has been limited effort to conceptualize and measure patient’s satisfaction towards Virtual Pathology Communities. The present study aims to identify the impact of online informational support & social support services on the patient’s perceived satisfaction from Virtual Pathology Communities.
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Introduction:
The use of internet enables millions of people worldwide to exchange information and solve problems. Digital Strategy Consulting & Partners (2009) reported about consumer internet behavior in India [1] ; Internet has become a major part of one’s daily or weekly schedule. The internet is a gateway to world knowledge as well as a massive platform for national media and documentation. In India over two thirds of people use it several times a week or more. As reported by Financial Times [2], online communities like Facebook gets more hits per week than the popular search engine Google. Online communities are also referred as Virtual Communities (VC), and can be categorized in social networking communities like facebook and professional communities like LinkedIn. Many people gain relief by speaking to individuals and professionals who are knowledgeable about the problem they are experiencing. In online health community, both informational support and social support play significant role in generation of satisfaction.

The present study was planned to test the impact of online informational support services on patient’s perceived satisfaction from virtual pathology communities & to test the impact of online social support services on patient’s perceived satisfaction from virtual pathology communities.

Research Methodology:
The Online pathology communities generally provide online informational support and social support. The present study tries to identify that whether there is an impact of informational support services and social support services on patient’s satisfaction from virtual pathology communities or not. Satisfaction is an evaluative judgment that has been modeled cognitively by researchers [3]. Satisfaction originates
in comparison of the level of service performance, quality, or other outcomes perceived by the patient with an evaluative standard.

**Information support service:**
Increasing number of individuals are using the internet to meet their health information needs. Informational support or seeking health information from online health communities has been found to affect patient’s decision making [4]. Computer-based patient support systems benefit patients by providing informational support that increases their participation in health care [5].

**Social Support service:**
Social support has been associated with many health benefits e.g. stress buffering, lowering the depression, and strengthening of the immune system [6]. In many cases, patient’s have reported that they receive much more understanding from the people in these communities than from their offline social network such as family members, friends, and coworkers [7].

**Perceived Satisfaction:**
Perceived satisfaction is a dependent variable which depends on Informational support service and social support service. Information support and social support services are independent variables which may or may not affect perceived satisfaction.

**Samples and Design:**
A survey was done to collect the data from walk-in patients from pathology laboratories of Indore and who were members of the online health communities. Observations from 103 patients were collected. A regression technique was used to analyze the data and to test the hypotheses. We used SPSS 17 for Regression analysis.

**Information support service:** A scale adapted from Nambisian et al [8] having following five items that reflect the effectiveness of the information that customers obtain from the online community was administrated using a 7-point Likert-type scale:
- I obtain information that is readily usable
- I obtain information that is credible
- I obtain information that is relevant
- I obtain information that is reliable
- I obtain information in a timely manner

**Social Support service:** This scale was adapted from Zimet et al [9], a multidimensional scale, developed specifically for measuring perceived social support. The scale had five items presented using a 7-point Likert-type scale:
- I could count on my friends in the discussion board when things went wrong
- I had friends in the discussion board with whom I could share my joys and sorrows
- I got the emotional help and support I needed from the discussion board
- I could talk about my problems with the members in the discussion board
- I knew someone in the discussion board who was a real source of comfort to me

**Satisfaction derived from online pathology community**
This was self developed questionnaire with a 7-point Likert-type scale:
- I am satisfied with my decision to select the particular online pathology community.
- My choice to select the online pathology community was a wise one.
- I feel good about my decision concerning my online pathology community.
Observations
Out of 103 respondents, 67 (65%) were Male and 36 (35%) were female. 27% respondents were under 25 yrs, 33% were between 26-30 yrs, 20% were between 31-35 yrs, 16% were between 36-40 yrs and 3% were above 41 yrs. With regards to education background, 31% had completed high school education, 22% were under graduate and 37% respondents had master degree. The majority of the respondents were members of 2 or more online communities pertaining to pathology. Regression analysis was conducted to test the hypotheses.

Results
The results of the simple regression can be found from table 1 and 2. As predicted hypothesis, H1 was not supported—information seeking effectiveness had a significant positive impact on satisfaction from Virtual pathology communities ($\beta=0.000$, $p<0.05$). However, H2 was supported—social support did not have any impact on perceived satisfaction ($\beta=0.111$, $p>0.05$) from Virtual pathology communities.

Discussion
The findings of the present study indicate there is an impact of informational support service on the patient’s satisfaction towards online pathology community. This suggests that current online pathology communities should focus on the information sharing and exchanging component of their virtual communities. Our results are in concordance with the study of Nambisan [8] that Information seeking play an important role in online communities. Though their study evaluates the impact on perceived empathy, this study evaluated patient’s perceived satisfaction. The health information seeking is associated with a wide variety of factors and ‘search behavior’. It varies on the type of information sought, reasons for searching and experience levels[10]. Satisfaction plays an important role in health industry. According to Zeithaml [9], the perceived value of satisfaction differs from consumer to consumer because it is connected with the unique needs of each customer that the product/service fulfils. In addition, the degree to which these needs satisfy them also varies. Depending upon the
level of satisfaction brand equity may increase if the perceived quality is high or may decrease if the perceived quality is low [9].

Information support service can be made more effective by putting sections for Question and Answer, FAQ (Frequently asked questions), Archives, Library repository (articles drawn from the scientific and popular press), Consumer Guide (descriptions of health services, identifying good providers and being an effective consumer, health tips, new package information) and Referral Directory. Existing medical websites, such as WebMD, have recognized that they will have more visitors if they offer interactive community features such as discussion or Internet forums. Thus VC can become value creation agent. Misra et al (2008) discussed that healthcare virtual communities have the potential to become serious value-creation agents by combining content and communication [11].

Social support did not prove to have direct impact on patient’s perceived satisfaction in our study. But this finding does not mean that online pathology communities should lose their focus on enhancing social support. According to Gustafson et al [5]...
social support play an important role in cancer diagnosis & treatment. The online community ‘CHESS’ provide benefits to patients by providing social support [5]. Support Services Forum can become more effective and develop satisfaction through Discussion Forum (facilitated bulletin boards for sharing information and support), Ask an Expert (patients receive a confidential response from experts) and Personal Stories & History. Visiting online pathology communities cannot replace physicians or pathologists. It should not be a substitute for visiting a physician and/or pathologist. Thus hospitals, medical professionals, and caregivers remain the important source of information [12,13,14].

**Limitations**
The study was confined to a few diagnostic centers of Indore region only. The Sample size was small. Anxiety, lack of interest and lack of time at diagnostic centers were factors resisting participants to fill the questionnaire. In addition, in this study, participation was voluntary and there were no incentives for completing the survey.
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